We report the observation of a multi-level Kondo effect resulting from orbital degeneracy in carbon nanotube quantum dots. The orbital degree of freedom plays the role of a pseudospin whose energy splitting is controlled by an applied magnetic field, and it is an order of magnitude larger than the Zeeman splitting. At zero field and low temperature, spin and orbital states form a 4-fold degenerate shell leading to a highly symmetric Kondo state and a correspondingly high Kondo temperature. At finite magnetic field, a four-fold splitting of the Kondo resonance is observed due to lifting both spin and orbital degeneracy.
The Kondo effect, namely the interaction of a magnetic impurity with the conduction electrons of a nonmagnetic host metal, is one of the basic topics in condensed matter physics [1] . Nanotechnology provides new experimental tools to nail down the deepest aspects of this fundamental phenomenon. Controllable singleimpurity Kondo systems have been realized in various nanostructures, including quantum dots (QDs) formed in two-dimensional electron gases [2] [3] [4] , carbon nanotubes [5, 6] and individual molecules [7, 8] . Experiments performed until now demonstrate that the electronic properties of such nanostructures can be strongly affected by Kondo correlations.
The simplest Kondo system consists of a localized electron (spin S=1/2) coupled to a Fermi sea via a Heisenberg-like exchange interaction, J S⋅σ, where σ is the spin of a conduction electron interacting with the impurity site, and J the antiferromagnetic coupling (J > 0) [9] . Below a characteristic temperature T K , the so-called Kondo temperature, a many-body singlet state forms between the impurity spin and the surrounding conduction electrons. This bound state gives rise to a resonant level at the Fermi energy. On average, a single conduction electron occupies this level and fully screens the impurity spin (Fig. 1A) . In the presence of both spin and orbital degeneracy, the exchange interaction can be written as J Σ α S α ⋅σ α , where α = 1…4N 2 -1, N being the number of degenerate orbitals [10] . The larger degeneracy effectively yields a higher exchange coupling and a higher Kondo temperature (T K ~ exp(−1/NJ)).
Also the symmetry is enhanced such that spin and charge degrees of freedom are fully entangled. The state of the impurity is represented by a 2N-component "hyper-spin" and the Kondo Hamiltonian is invariant under special unitary transformations SU(2N) in the "hyper-spin" space. In the case of double orbital degeneracy (N=2) the symmetry group is SU(4), a well-known symmetry in nuclear physics, where the spin and orbital roles are played by the nucleon spin and isospin. In the SU(4) Kondo effect, the screening of the local magnetic moment requires, on average, three conduction electrons (Fig. 1A) . Despite the favourably higher T K , the observation of SU(4) Kondo effect in QDs is challenging. The difficulty lies in the absence of orbital degeneracy in conventional semiconductor QDs, due to symmetry imperfections and level repulsion. Recently, elaborated device geometries [11] [12] [13] have been proposed to obtain orbital degeneracy and hence SU(4) Kondo. In this work we show that this condition can be met in carbon nanotubes owing to their unique band structure.
The electronic structure of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be derived from the twodimensional band structure of graphene. The continuity of the electron wave function around the nanotube circumference imposes the quantization of the wave-vector component perpendicular to the nanotube axis, k ⊥ . This leads to a set of onedimensional subbands in the longitudinal direction [14] . Due to symmetry, for a given subband at k ⊥ = k o there is a second degenerate subband at k ⊥ = -k o . Figure 1C shows in black solid lines the schematic 1D band structure of a gapped CNT near the energy band gap. Both valence and conduction bands have two degenerate subbands, labelled as "+" and "−". It was predicted [15] that the orbital degeneracy is lifted by a magnetic field, B, parallel to the nanotube axis (Fig.1C) . Experimental evidence for this effect has been reported only recently [16] [17] [18] . In the case of finite-length nanotubes, a discrete energy spectrum is expected from size quantization. Assuming negligible inter-subband mixing [19] , the level spectrum of a CNT QD can be described as two sets of spin-degenerate levels, E + (n) and E − (n) with n = 1,2,3,… (see Fig. 1C ). At B=0, there is a four-fold degenerate shell for every n (Fig. 1D) . It is this degeneracy that gives rise to multi-level Kondo effects, as we will discuss below.
The four-fold shell filling emerges in a measurement of the linear conductance, G, versus gate voltage, V G ( Fig. 2A) , for a QD device fabricated from a metallic nanotube with a small band gap [17, 20] (Fig. 1B) . The thick red trace, taken at T =8 K, shows Coulomb blockade oscillations corresponding to the filling of the "valence" band of the nanotube. Going from left to right, electrons are consecutively added to the last three electronic shells, n=3, 2 and 1, respectively. The shell structure emerges clearly from the V G -spacing between the Coulomb peaks. The addition of an electron to a higher shell requires an extra energy cost corresponding to the energy spacing, ∆ n,n+1 , between shells (we define
). This translates into a larger width of the Coulomb valley associated with a full shell [21] . We estimate ∆ 1,2 ~3 meV, and ∆ 2,3 ~5 meV. The Coulomb charging energy for adding an electron to the same shell is U~5 meV [22] . The first group of four Coulomb peaks on the left-hand side of Fig. 2A (n=3) are strongly overlapped due to a large tunnel coupling to the leads. The coupling decreases with V G and becomes very small near the band gap, which lies just beyond the right-hand side of the V G -range shown. The Coulomb peaks associated with the last two electrons (n=1) are not visible. 
Representation of the bound singlet state for an ordinary spin-1/2 impurity (SU(2) symmetry) and for a spin-1/2 impurity with both spin and (two-fold) orbital degeneracy (SU(4) symmetry). (B) Device scheme. Carbon nanotubes were grown by chemical vapor deposition on p-type Si substrates with a 250-nm-thick oxide. Individual nanotubes were located by atomic force microscopy and contacted with Ti/Au electrodes defined by e-beam lithography. The highly-doped Si substrate was used as a back-gate. A magnetic field was applied parallel to the substrate at an angle ϕ with respect to the nanotube axis. (C) Band structure of a CNT near its energy gap. Black lines represent the onedimensional energy dispersion relation, E(k ⎪⎪ ), at B=0 (k ⎪⎪ is the wave vector along the nanotube axis). The valence (conduction) band has two degenerate maxima (minima). Size quantization in a finitelength nanotube results in a set of discrete levels with both spin and orbital degeneracy. The degeneracy is lifted by a magnetic field parallel to the nanotube. The 1D subbands (and the corresponding levels) at finite B are represented by red and blue dotted (solid) lines. Only the orbital splitting of the energy levels is shown in this figure. (D) Energy schematics of a CNT QD. At B=0 the ground state is four-fold degenerate. Spin and/or orbital states can "flip" by one-step cotunnelling processes (dotted lines). (E) At finite B, both orbital and spin degeneracy are simultaneously lifted, suppressing the Kondo effect.
The shell structure breaks up at finite magnetic field, B. The B-dependence of the orbital levels appears as a large shift in the position of the Coulomb peaks. This is shown in Fig. 2B, where G is plotted versus (V G , B) for the same V G -range as in Fig. 2A . The two groups of four Coulomb peaks exhibit similar evolution in B. The first (last) two Coulomb peaks in each group shift towards lower (higher) V G , in full agreement with the situation depicted in the right inset to Fig. 2A . This is a clear demonstration of the B-dependence of the two-fold degenerate nanotube band structure, which was not observed before. For each shell, the orbital magnetic moment, µ orb, can be extracted from the shift, ∆V G (n), in the position of the corresponding Coulomb peaks. Neglecting the Zeeman splitting, we use the relation α |∆V G (n)| = |µ orb (n)cosϕ ∆B|, where ∆B is the change in B, ϕ is the angle between the nanotube and the B field, and α is a capacitance ratio extracted from non-linear measurements. The values obtained are 0.90, 0.80 and 0.88 meV/T, for n=1, 2 and 3, respectively. These values are an order of magnitude larger than the electron spin magnetic moment (½gµ B =0.058 meV/T for g=2), and in good agreement with an estimate of µ orb based on the nanotube diameter [23] .
Having acquired the necessary understanding of the energy level spectrum and its B-dependence, we now focus on the Kondo effect. At B~0, the conductance is strongly enhanced in certain regions of V G (Fig. 2) . The enhancement is due to Kondo correlations, as clearly demonstrated by the T-dependence (see below). The Kondo effect appears in the regions where the shells are partially filled, and it is absent in the case of full shells for which the ground state is a spin singlet. Starting from an empty shell (region 0, Fig. 2B ), electrons are added by increasing V G (1, 2, 3 and 4 electrons for regions I, II, III and IV, respectively). The first electron can enter any of the two degenerate orbital states and with either spin up or down. This four-fold degeneracy results in a multi-level Kondo effect [24] , with an enhanced Kondo temperature associated to SU(4) symmetry, as we will substantiate below. An analogous situation occurs for three electrons since this is the same as one hole [25] . In both cases the total spin in the shell is S=1/2. For two electrons in the shell, there are two possible spin configurations. At B=0 the ground state is a spin triplet (S=1) due to orbital degeneracy [19] and Hund's rule. By lifting the orbital degeneracy with a magnetic field, the system undergoes a triplet-to-singlet transition when the orbital splitting overcomes the exchange energy, E exc . We estimate E exc =0.5 meV for n=2 [22] . At B~0.35 T, the triplet-to-singlet transition leads to a Kondo effect (Fig. 2B ), in agreement with previous experiments [26] . In the n=3 shell, the Kondo temperature is much higher than the exchange energy, and there is Kondo effect over the entire region from 1 to 3 electrons. The shape of G(V G ) is remarkably similar to predictions for a multi-level Kondo effect in quantum dots [27, 28] .
We now turn to the T-dependence of the linear conductance ( Fig. 2A) . Starting from T =8 K (thick red trace), G increases by lowering T in the regions corresponding to partially filled shells and decreases for full shells. In the centre of valleys I and III, G exhibits a characteristic logarithmic T-dependence with a saturation around 2e
2 /h at low T, indicating a fully-developed Kondo effect (see Fig 2A, top inset, second from left). Similar T-dependences are observed for the n=1 and n=3 shell. From fits of G(T), taken at the V G values indicated by arrows in Fig. 2A , we find T K = 6.5, 7.5, and 16 K, for n=1,2 and 3, respectively. These Kondo temperatures are an order of magnitude higher than those previously reported for nanotube QDs [5, 6] and comparable to those reported for single-molecule devices [7, 8] . Such high T K values, and the fact that G exceeds 2e 2 /h (the one-channel conductance limit), are signatures of a non-conventional Kondo effect. The bottom inset in Fig. 2A shows the normalized conductance, G/G 0 , versus normalized temperature, T/T K , for different shells and for both one and two electrons in the shell. The observed scaling reflects the universal character of the Kondo effect. The low-temperature behaviour is fully determined by a single energy scale, T K , independent of the spin and orbital configuration responsible for the Kondo effect. In the non-linear regime the Kondo effect manifests itself as a resonance in the differential conductance, dI/dV, at source-drain bias V~0. This is clearly seen in Fig.  3A , where dI/dV(V,V G ) is shown for the second shell (n=2). Two large Coulomb diamonds separated by three small ones can be identified. These correspond to the regions 0 to IV in Fig. 2A . In regions I and III, there is a Kondo peak in dI/dV at zero bias. In the centre of the Kondo ridges, the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of these peaks is 1.3 meV. This width gives T K~8 K (FWHM~2k B T K ), in agreement with the previous estimate based on the fits of G vs T. In region II, we observe two peaks at finite bias, reflecting the singlet-triplet splitting of the Kondo resonance [26] . At finite B, the Kondo resonance is expected to split. In an ordinary spin-1/2 Kondo system, this follows from lifting spin degeneracy. Two split peaks are observed in dI/dV(V), separated by twice the Zeeman energy [2] [3] [4] . Here we show that a fundamentally different splitting is observed in the presence of orbital degeneracy. A four-fold peak splitting is found in region I as shown in Fig. 3B . The large zero-bias resonance opens up in four peaks that move linearly with B and become progressively smaller. The two inner peaks can be ascribed to Zeeman splitting and the two outer peaks to orbital splitting. The smaller splitting corresponds to inelastic cotunneling from |+,↓> to |+,↑>, while the larger splitting reflects inelastic cotunneling from orbital "+" to orbital "−" (Fig. 1E) . In the latter case, inter-orbital cotunneling processes can occur either with or without spin flip. The corresponding substructure, however, cannot be resolved due to the broadening of the outer peaks. The slope |dV/dB| of a conductance peak directly yields the value of the magnetic moment associated with the splitting. We obtain a spin magnetic moment µ spin =½|dV/dB| spin =0.06 meV/T ~µ B from the inner peaks [29] , and an orbital magnetic moment µ orb =½|dV/dB| orb /cosϕ =0.8 meV/T ~13 µ B from the outer peaks.
The importance of the orbital degree of freedom appears in an explicit measurement of the B-dependence of G (Fig. 3C) . If the Kondo effect was determined by spin only (this could be the case if one of the orbitals is weakly coupled), G should decrease due to Zeeman splitting on a field scale B~k B T K /gµ B [30] . Instead we find that G is suppressed on a much smaller scale, B~k B T K /µ orb , being determined by the orbital splitting (see Fig. 3D ). From the fact that the orbital splitting determines the Kondo resonance we come to the following important conclusion: the observed zerobias peak largely originates from the presence of an orbital degeneracy. Degenerate orbital states, theoretically described by a pseudospin, can thus lead to a Kondo effect, analogous to degenerate spin states.
At B=0, however, we have both spin and pseudospin degeneracy. It is known from theory that in this case the Kondo ground state obeys SU(4) symmetry at low temperature (T << T K ) [11] [12] [13] . This SU(4) Kondo effect is substantially different from the Kondo effect for an impurity with S=3/2 (SU(2) symmetry), as well as from the Kondo effect for two independent parallel spin-1/2 systems (SU(2)×SU(2) symmetry). According to calculations reported in Ref. 13 , the observation of a fourfold splitting constitutes direct experimental evidence of SU(4) symmetry. An SU(4) Kondo effect was recently reported also in vertical semiconductor quantum dots with no evidence, however, for such four-fold splitting [32] .
We have shown that the spin and orbital degeneracy are simultaneously lifted by an applied magnetic field. Due to the large µ orb , the orbital splitting can exceed the level spacing between shells for fields above a few Tesla. This offers the opportunity to recover orbital degeneracy at high fields, while having at the same time a large spin splitting. Eventually, this removal of spin degeneracy leads to a purely orbital Kondo effect [33] . We finally remark that the strong orbital Kondo effect discussed in this report has been measured in all devices (four devices obtained from three different fabrication runs) where Kondo effect and four-fold shell filling were observed.
